Cell junctions and locomotion of the blastoderm edge in gastrulating chick and quail embryos.
The blastoderm edge migrates by the active locomotion of a multilayer of epithelial cells, the so-called margin of overgrowth (MO), that uses the vitelline membrane as its substratum. The structural unity formed by the margin of overgrowth cells and their rapid migration suggest coordination of locomotion between individual cells. Using transmission electron microscopy of thin sections and freeze-fracture, we attempted to determine if the pattern of junctions of the migrating margin of overgrowth is related to the suggested cell--cell cooperation between individual cells in this region. In the leading edge there are large areas of closely apposed cell membranes. Incipient desmosomes and small gap junctions were observed. Tight junctions consisted of isolated strands or isolated networks of tight-junctional strands. In the proximal part of the margin of overgrowth the size of the gap junctions increased and the desmosomes were fully developed. Tight-junctional strands were either isolated or arranged into an isolated network. A broad belt of tight junctions was observed at the transition between margin of overgrowth and non-marginal cells. The distribution of the junctional elements in the MO suggests that junctions contribute to the maintenance of the structural and functional organization of the margin of overgrowth. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the junctions might give information about the mechanism of locomotion of the margin of overgrowth.